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President’s Message

Editor’s Message

By Ray Agostino
I hope everyone
had a safe and restful summer break
and you are back
fully charged and
ready for another
busy year. As I am
just starting my
first term as MPETA’s new President, I would like to take this opportunity
to introduce myself. I started my teaching
career and still belong to Louis Riel School
Division. It all started off at George McDowell School where I taught K-9 PE for
5 years. During that time I also did little
pieces of PE at General Vanier, Highbury
and Darwin elementary schools. I learned
so much during that time and realized how
much work it took to be a Physical Education Specialist. I met so many great individuals who helped me begin my career
and assumed the roles of mentors to me.
Seven years ago I transferred to Dakota
Collegiate and it is where I am currently
still at. I teach gr. 9–12 PE and coach the
Boy’s Hockey team and Track & Field. I
love going to work every day and have
an amazing group of teaching partners,
which makes my job so great. You can
learn so much from just watching other
classes and seeing what other professionals are doing. We can bounce ideas off
each other and pick each other’s brains
whenever we are stuck. Our administration is extremely supportive of our pro-

By Stephanie Karpan
grams and our community is wonderful.
I reside in La Salle, so my children belong
to a rural school division. I hope this will
allow me to keep perspectives from both
the rural and urban viewpoint. I was born
and raised in Thunder Bay, Ont. where I
did all of my schooling except for University, so I know what it is like to live somewhere, where you are forgotten about!
Besides teaching, my family keeps me extremely busy as well. I have an amazing
wife Vanessa who is from Pilot Mound
(so more country ties!) and have 3 children, Shaelyn, Cruz and Blais. They are
my true passion in life but teaching and
coaching are a close second, and probably
come first too often.
Joining MPETA has taught me many
things and I have met a lot of great people. I started on the board as a MAL and
have worked as the chair of Board Leadership and Vice-President before taking
on the role as President. I would like to
thank Carol Peters for her guidance and
reassurance over the past year. She has
done an amazing job over the past 3 years
as President and has given so much to the
PE world. I would also like to thank Jacki
Nylen, Ralph Clark and Grant McManes
for their support and guidance during
this transition. I hope to fill the shoes of
all these great people who have held this
position before me and wish to continue
on the path they paved. Special thanks
must also go out to Katja Smutny and
Krystle Seymour (SPAC) who have made

“I love going to work every day and have an amazing group of
teaching partners, which makes my job so great. You can learn
so much from just watching other classes and seeing what
other professionals are doing. We can bounce ideas off each
other and pick each other’s brains whenever we are stuck.”

By now you are well into the
groove of teaching, coaching,
running intramurals and
the myriad of other tasks PE
teachers manage each year.
I hope your year is going
well! Please consider sharing
your ideas, assessment
strategies, lesson plans,
research, success stories,
etc. Sharing with each other
often inspires new thoughts
or ideas that will enhance
our programs and make us
better physical educators.
Submit your ideas to:
karpan.stephanie@bsd.ca
Journal Deadline:
November 26, 2014

this transition to President so easy. They
are the real work horses of this operation that make it what it is. MPETA has
a strong board that works extremely hard
and we would like to say thanks to Chris
Smith who is stepping down from his role
as the Awards Chair, and Katja Smutny
who has resigned after 3 years as SPAC
and will truly be missed by all. Good luck
to the both of you. The SPAC position is
in great hands with the hiring of Krystle
Seymour last November and she will continue on in this role.
SAGE is fast approaching and will take
place Oct. 23 & 24, 2014 at various locations across River East School Division.
There will be many new and exciting
workshops and I urge you all to be a part
of this event and to support your professional organization. Registration is open
and it is not too late to sign up. I look
forward to attending this event and hope
to meet as many of you as possible.
Stay Active!
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Tuck Information October 23, 2014 at Jonathan Toews C.C.
Registration forms can be found on the MPETA website at www.mpeta.ca
Session 1

9:15–10:30 a.m.

PE 1: Power to Be: Nutrition Education
(MY)
Lecture
Presenter: Anna Pohorecky
(all morning)
Surveys show that the primary motive for
being physically active and eating nutritious
food is to lose or control weight. When
healthy choices do not result in the desired
changes, people may become dissatisfied
with their body and make unhealthy, counter-productive, and even dangerous choices
to get results. The Power to Be nutrition
education program ad- dresses the complex
and interrelated issues of body image, eating,
nutrition, fitness, body weigh, shape and size.

Session 3

12:45–2:00 p.m.

PE 5: Dance for Fun, Fitness and
Education (EY/MY/SY)
Active/Lecture
Presenter: Shauna Jurczak
This session will help educators learn the
background of dance, along with tips and
tools to help them incorporate dance into
their physical education classes.

PE 6: Be PINK: Breast Health for
Teens (SY)
Lecture
Presenter: Jill Taylor-Brown

Action packed, class oriented, teacher
friendly, inclusive, only from Gopher Sports,
and nutritional learning activi- ties. Action
team games from Gopher Sport! Different
games and activities that are designed for
multiple students and include clear directions on game play along with variations.

This presentation will describe Be PINK,
a free evidence-based educational resource
for adolescents that addresses breast
health and risk reduction for breast cancer. Be PINK supports learning outcomes
outlined for Grades 11 and 12 Biology.
Be PINK was developed with a thorough
review of the scientific litera- ture and
input from health care experts. Available
in French and English and downloadable
from CancerCare Mani- toba’s website,
the resource addresses breast health and
risk reduction for breast cancer and promotes healthy life- style behaviours.

Session 2

Session 4

PE 2: Gopher Games! (EY/MY/SY)
Active
Presenter: Bridget Glauvitz

10:45–12:00 pm

PE 3: Which Cancers Can a Phys Ed
Teacher Help Prevent? (MY/SY)
Active/Lecture
Presenters: Erin Crawford and Kyra
Moshtaghi Nia
Up to 50% of cancers can be prevented
and for many students it is through their
physical education that they are exposed
to new sports and activities. This exposure may lead to habits that become life
long passions. We will talk to Physical
Educators about why what they do is so
important and offer some tips to help the
lesson resonate with their students.

PE 4: Power To Be: Nutrition Education
(Continued from first session)

2:15–3:30 p.m.

PE 7: Effective Practice Drills
(EY/MY/ SY)
Active/Lecture
Presenter: Mike Maidment
Series of drills for development to High
Performance with focus on how to make
each drill intense and fun for all athletes.

PE 8: Table Top Floor Hockey (EY/MY/SY)
Active
Presenter: Walter Fehr
This session is hockey with a twist! Table
top floor hockey is a different way of
combining floor hockey and table-top
hockey where passing and teamwork are
the key to success!

Safety Report
By Laurel Hanna, Chair
Safety Guidelines for Physical
Activity in MB Schools
• Copyright agreement purchased from OPHEA–MPETA can use and reproduce the
material as needed.
• Document based on best practices. MPETA can increase the
level of care but cannot decrease the level of care.
• Deals with the elements of
curriculum, Intramurals and
Interscholastic programming.
• Helpful for most of the activities taught in the school physical education program.

YouthSafe MB Guidelines
for School Field Trips
• Licensing agreement: cannot alter material or reproduce the material on the internet or for other
documents. Materials can only
be reproduced in original form
for use in Manitoba schools.
• Document that is a research
based initiative supporting developments and distribution of
comprehensive integrated risk
management and safety instruction. Document will minimize
exposure to legal liability!
• Deals with all aspects of planning & delivering a wide variety of field trips. Also covers
many of the alternative type
pursuits or outdoor pursuits
covered in the curriculum.
• Helpful in planning field trips
or teaching the outdoor or alternative pursuits.

November 2014
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2014 Spring Nike Championship Basketball Clinics
By Christa Conrad
The 2014 Nike Championship Basketball
Clinics was held at the Orleans Hotel on
May 9–11 in Las Vegas, Nevada.
The weekend schedule had 13 University
Head Coaches from all over United States
of America sharing their passion, philosophy, knowledge, and how they became
successful basketball teachers and coaches. There was a lot of variety in the clinics.
The entire clinic was videotaped and will
be available on the Basketballcoach.com
website (www.basketballcoach.com)

Craig Neal
Craig Neal from New Mexico University
made a presentation on ‘Our Defensive
Philosophy and Drills’. He shared a few
communication drills in basketball that
can help teams work together successfully
by forcing each player to communicate
using their voice and bodies while
moving through the drill. He stressed
the importance of his policy of no cell
phones. Every time his team gets together
for a meal before or after a practice or
game, he would collect all the players’
phones to force the team to communicate
to one another. Even at tournaments,
Craig would take all cell phones away
when the players went back to their
hotel rooms. He only allows his players
to communicate with him through one
on one interaction. He also shared some
useful drills to help players with defense.
Craig attributed his success on stressing
communication, scouting who you play,
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and making the right adjustments during
game time. You can visit his website
for more information at www.golobos.
com/ViewArticle.dbml?DB_OEM_
ID=26000&ATCLID=209088325

shared some helpful zig zap drills, and
drills on ball screens using a help and
foreshadow player. Visit his website at
www.gotigersgo.com/sports/m-baskbl/
mtt/pastner_josh00.html

Greg McDermott

Dave Rice

Greg McDermott from Creighton
University made a presentation called ‘My
Favorite Drills and Set Plays’. He shared
some great shooting drills and defensive
drills that work on defensive transition
and line rebounding. All of his drills you
can receive by emailing him at gym52@
creighton.edu. He also gave another email
that you can contact to get more practice
drills (nabes22@u.washington.edu).

Dave Rice from University of Las Vegas,
Nevada gave a clinic on ‘Transition from
Defense to Offense’. He shared drills
involving shooting, passing and shooting,
and dribble penetration. Visit his website at
www.unlvrebels.com/sports/m-baskbl/
mtt/rice_dave00.html.

Communication drill
(half court drill)
1. Set up two lines of players at the baseline corners
2. Players from each line does a step and
slide all the way to the opposite top key
corner. The two players will cross in
the middle of the key and will need to
communicate to prevent a collision.
3. From the top of the key corner, players
back pedal to the end line and side step
to the opposite baseline corner from
which the players started.

Josh Pastner
Josh Pastner from Memphis University
gave a clinic on ‘Memphis Basketball’. He
talked about the importance of defensive
transition and how each player on the
court has an important role to play. He

4. The players will then repeat the pattern
starting from the opposite line.
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I have attached a list of all the
clinics help throughout the
weekend. Video from all the
sessions can be viewed on the
basketball coach website.

Friday, May 9, 2014
1. Our Defensive Philosophy
with Drills: Craig Neal, New
Mexico
2. Memphis Basketball: Josh
Pastner, Memphis
3. Offensive Concepts vs Man
and Zone Defenses: Mark
Few, Gonzaga
4. Teaching Players How To
Play: Bob Knight, Basketball
Hall of Fame
5. Converting Coach Knight’s
Approach to Practice and the
Game to the High School
Coach: Karen Knight,
former Oklahoma HS Coach

Saturday, May 10, 2014
1. Building Your Defense:
Travis Ford, Oklahoma State
2. My Favorite Drills and Plays:
Greg McDermott, Creighton
3. Building Colorado
Basketball: Ted Boyle,
Colorado
4. A Post Player Workout–With
Drills: Bill Cartwright, former
NBA Player and Coach
5. Offensive Concepts and
Philosophy: Jamie Dixon,
Pittsburgh
6. BYU Basketball: Dave Rose,
BYU

Sunday, May 11, 2014
1. Offensive Basketball the Butler
Way: Brandon Miller, Butler
2. Transition from Defense to
Offensive: Dave Rice, UNLV

Nike Championship Basketball
Coaches Clinic
Minneapolis, Minnesota, May 20, 2014
By Mark Sokorowski
I attended the Nike Championship Basketball Coaches
Clinic in Minneapolis, Minnesota. This was an incredible learning experience for me. In attendance were top
NCAA division one basketball coaches such as Shaka
Smart from VCU, Hall of Fame Coach Bobby Knight,
Bob Huggins from West Virginia just to name a few.
The clinic was extremely intense with sessions Friday
evening, all day and evening Saturday and on the morning of Sunday. Concepts taught ranged from skill development, tactical ideas, and relationship with personal
development of your players. It was well worth it as the
breadth of knowledge was beyond comparison.
For me the most important concept that I take back to
my students not just for our basketball program here at
LVS but in all of my physical education classes, is that
fundamental development is so important. You would
think that perhaps at high levels of basketball such as
division one NCAA, that tactical development would be
at the center of an average practice. To a coach, each
stressed that developing basic movement skills and basic
basketball fundamentals at all levels of basketball is the
most important thing to remember not only as coaches
but also as teachers. This is not just in basketball but in
all sports that we teach in physical education class.
It was also good to see that drills do not need to be
complex. Many of the ideas that I saw were very basic
and could easily be used in any basketball or movement
skill class.

Shaka Smart

Bobby Knight

All in all I thoroughly enjoyed my experience. I left a
better teacher and basketball coach overall which will
make our program that much stronger for our students.
I would like to thank MPETA for providing me the
financial support to help absorb some of the cost to
attend this clinic. It was well worth it and something
that I would recommend to other basketball coaches to
attend in the future.

Bob Huggins
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By Ralph Clark, Manitoba
Representative to PHE Canada
Board of Directors

Physical and Health Education
Canada Memberships
• Physical and Health Education Canada
has a new membership fee structure
that is broken down in three categories:
Professional Membership and PHE
Journal, Professional Membership, and
PHE Canada Supporter. Visit http://
www.phecanada.ca/join to find more
information about the benefits and
costs to each membership and how you
can support PHE Canada.

The 2015 National Conference
• The 2015 PHE Canada National Conference “A Physical Literacy Uprising!”
will take place in Banff, Alberta April
30 to May 2, 2015. Additional details of
this professional development opportunity will be available in the near future.
http://www.phecanada.ca/events/conference2015

Certificate of Continuance
• Industry Canada has granted PHE
Canada its Certificate of Continuance
as a legally constituted entity under the
Canada Not-for-Profit Corporations
Act. Over various Board Meetings and
AGMs during the last 18 to 24 months,
various measures to PHE Canada’s articles of association, procedures, membership categories etc. have resulted in
its approval to carry on business!

Physical Literacy and FIFA
Women’s World Cup™
• With Canada hosting the world's best
soccer players this past August at the
FIFA U-20 Women’s World Cup Canada 2014, and next June at the FIFA
Women’s World Cup Canada 2015™,
two Special Editions of the Move
Think Learn—Soccer In Focus resources have been developed. The resources, for grades 4 to 6 and 7 to 9,
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will include supplemental cross-curricular classroom lessons highlighting
unique aspects of both competitions as
well as a variety of Teaching Games for
Understanding (TGfU) activity ideas.
Additional information can be found at:
www.phecanada.ca/resources/news/
free-resource-physical-literacy-and-fifawomen-s-world-cup

Passport for Life
• Assess the physical literacy of your students with this online tool. Designed to
help teachers and students identify how
they can improve their fitness, movement, active participation and living
skills. Easy to use, and includes strategies for student goal setting. For grades
3–9. Learn more and sign up at www.
passportforlife.ca.

Move Think Learn
• This resource uses a Teaching Games
for Understanding approach to work
students through tactical gameplay
problems, think through options and
skills, and learn how to apply this learning to broader gameplay situations. The
series explores archery, badminton,
canoe-kayak, cycling, ringette, softball,
squash, soccer and team handball. For
grades 4-9. Learn more and sign up at
www.phecananda.ca/movethinklearn.

Ready, Check, Go!
• Ready, Check, Go! is a physical activity
tracker and planner for teachers, after
school leaders, and parents. Learn about
the importance of regular daily physical activity and ideas to make it fun and
enjoyable for you. For grades 3-8 (ages
8-14). Learn more and order your student workbooks at www.phecanada.ca/
readycheckgo.

Paralympic FUNdamentals
Physical Literacy Resource
• This resource is designed to develop
physical literacy in all children through
the medium of parasport. Students and
teachers will gain an increased awareness and knowledge of these parasports as they engage in activities that
provide opportunities for exploration,
self-discovery and problem solving.
This resource offers inclusive and developmentally appropriate activities for
students of various ability levels. For
grades 2–6.

Guide to Ride
• Fun and interactive activities can be
introduced with or without bicycles, in
the classroom or outside. Children will
acquire the knowledge, skills, and attitudes needed to be safe on roads. The
program features 10 lesson plans, diagrams, and worksheets. For grades 4-6.
Learn more and download at www.phecanada.ca/guidetoride.

At My Best
• At My Best K-3 and At My Best 4-56 are free comprehensive curriculumsupported toolkits that promote and
develop children’s overall wellness. At
My Best combines physical activity,
healthy eating and emotional well-being
and aims to support children’s optimal
physical and emotional development by
inspiring and motivating them to make
healthier choices today, and develop
lifelong healthy habits. Learn more and
order at www.atmybest.ca.
Next Board of Directors meeting is
scheduled for November 13–15 in
Ottawa.
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PHE Canada Conference Highlights
By Joanne Bruce, École Garden Grove School
This year I was fortunate to participate
in the “Fields of Plenty, Fields of Play”
PHE National Conference in Winnipeg.
There were many informative and innovative sessions offered by enthusiastic experts in the field.
Here are highlights of two of my favorite
sessions.

Teaching Games for
Understanding: Cricket
Nigel Wilcox
The activities were progressive and based
on the Canadian Cricket Association publication, “Teaching Cricket, A Practical
Guide for Teachers, Coaches and Parents”. The warm-up included running,
throwing and catching with a partner and
in relays. The booklet is excellent in its diagrams and explanations of the progressions, skills and activities!
A great lead-up to the game of cricket is the
“10 game, Catchers vs Runners” activity:
• objective: practice catching and running
between wickets in competitive game
• equipment: 1 tennis ball, 2 bats (one at
each end of line), 4 cones (two at each
end for runners/batters)
• 2 teams: a running/batting team and a
catching team
• catching team forms a circle and running team is in a straight line
• catchers throw the ball to each player
clockwise around the circle, each catch
is one point
• runners are in a straight line, one at a
time run to batting line with bat and
back in relay fashion
• once batters have a turn, catchers stop
passing ball and record catchers’ score.
Teams change roles.

Athletic Groove
Jennifer Litt, Michelle Hillier
The Groove Method is a revolutionary
way of teaching dance, of exploring ways
to move the body in creative, fun environment. There is no right or wrong way of
moving.
The instructors from GrooveEDGEucation, a Toronto based company, presented
a workout on Saturday morning that included fundamental skills and community
building with the use of upbeat music.
Each workout followed a dance recipe:
• starting pose
• 4 movements (body)
• 2 Levels (space)
• change in direction (space)
• rhythm: 2 slow, 4 fast (time)

Lion Roars
• 4x8 cts: lift Simba, show him to the
world, place him down

King of Africa: circle formation
• 4x8 cts: headbop (middle, side, other
neighbor, middle)
• 4x8 cts: warrior pose (bend knees, show
pose, diff levels)
• 4x8 cts: change warrior pose-slow motion, freeze, jump feet together

King of Africa
• 4x8 cts: headbop
• 4x8 cts:stomp (bend knees, elephant, in
circle)

“ROAR” tambourine/monkey screams
• 8x8 cts: stomp backwards, around gym,
sideways, swing arms

• a point where group members are connected/feel part of a community (relationship)

• 4x8 cts: headbop

One of my favorite workouts was the
African Community Building/African
Dance using the song, “King of Africa”
by Douster. Movements included head
bopping, warrior jumping, drum playing
and tribal stomping.

• 4x8 cts: headbop

It is often difficult to repeat or copy the
workout the following week with your own
students! Here is an outline of how I copied the King of Africa workout/dance:

• 4x8 cts: drums on floor, diff parts of
body, to the sky

King of Africa workout/dance
Intro
As the music is playing, ask the students
questions: What place do you think about
when you hear this music? What movie?
Let’s pretend we are a tribe in Africa, part
of a community.

• 4x8 cts: show warrior pose, jump, jump,
jump, together

King of Africa” (Tambourine)
• 4x8 cts: drums to yourself
• 4x8 cts: stomp

• 4x8 cts: drum with a partner
• 4x8 cts: drum in groups on four, move
in a circle/drum with everyone in circle
“Grooving” is all about exploring different ways to move your body in a creative,
fun and safe environment where everyBODY feels successful!

The session concluded with the game of
continuous cricket, also detailed clearly in
the above-mentioned resource.
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Preventing Bullying through Healthy Relationships
By Tracie Pacheco, Nelson McIntyre Collegiate
On Friday, April 11 I attended a workshop
titled Preventing Bullying through Healthy
Relationships. The workshop was led by
Dr. Wendy Craig from Queen’s University. Since a part of the grade nine and ten
Physical Education Curriculum looks at developing and maintaining healthy relationships, this workshop seemed like a great
opportunity to learn more about the topic!
The morning was spent with Dr. Craig
sharing information about bullying, in
particular about the link between bullying and the social media world. Technology has an increasingly large role in

children’s daily lives, with it being a key way
that many youth communicate and interact
with each other. Unfortunately the use of
technology is not always being used in a
positive way, with cyberbullying frequently occurring. Examples include spreading rumours, trying to emotionally hurt
others, or threatening people. Dr. Craig
spent a portion of the workshop looking
at the effects of cyberbullying as well as
emphasizing the importance of spending
time with students to help them learn to
interact responsibly through technology.
Although many children seem to be tech

savvy, it is important to recognize that they
may not always demonstrate proper social
etiquette or understand the impact of their
words once they are typed and sent/put on
the internet for the world to see. Spending time to review responsible behaviour
through the use of technology can help to
create a positive experience for all users.
Overall the workshop was very informative. Thanks to the grant from MPETA for
allowing me the funds to attend this workshop. If anyone would like further information from the workshop please feel free
to contact me at tracie.pacheco@lrsd.net.

CS4L National Summit
By Nicole Clement
I was fortunate to attend the CS4L National Summit in Gatineau QB. Of the
520 delegates there were only 3 teachers (all from Manitoba). My goal was to
learn as much as I could about Physical
Literacy. On the first day, after a great keynote—Ian Mendes (Sportsnet), Mathieu
Schneider & Rob Zamuner (NHLPA) and
two wonderful sessions—Physical Literacy Best Practices & Physical Literacy
in the Educational Setting, it was clear to
me that we are doing things right in Manitoba. Delegates were shocked and wanted
to speak to us because we have ‘Daily P.E’
taught by ‘Specialists’. We were rock stars!
The second day I had the pleasure to hear
Monika Schloder address, Developing
Physical Literacy through a Progressive
Development Model for Young Participants. She blew me away. Did you now
that 73% of children ages 12–13 drop
out of sports, mostly because it is no longer fun! We have moved from skill training for all to sports that are competitive
oriented. Her motto is FUN-FITNESSFUNDAMENTALS! Monika did an 8
year study to ‘prove’ physical literacy. She

“If you want to play sports and enjoy them for a lifetime, you
need to learn the fundamentals.”

took a group of 24 children between the
ages of 4-5 and trained them in multiple
sport skills for 8 years. A perfect example
was her son who was a provincial gymnast, then track hurdler and high jumper,
then received a NCAA scholarship for
tennis then moved onto professional
beach volleyball. Some may say that he is
a ‘born athlete’, I think it is because he
was raised developing his physical literacy
instead of spending 12 months playing
only one sport.
The best part of her session was the
videos of the children doing different
Physical Literacy exercises. We are all doing them in our gyms but probably don't
‘purposely’ intend for them to be physical literacy. I think warm ups are the best
time to focus on physical literacy;

• modified ballet stretches
• creative stretching (have partners sit in a
straddle and pass a ball back and forth
• bench activities (use a bench as a beam
walking forward, grapevine, pull on
your stomach, hands on bench jumping
over bench, inch worm—do all forward
and backward)
• have students do laps around the gym
but every 30 seconds change the direction and movement (crab walk, grapevine, skip backward, run, dance).
Although the conference was not specially
geared for teachers I felt it helped me understand physical literacy a little bit better.
Here is how I explain it, “Physical Literacy
is a tool kit of movement skills. If you want
to play sports and enjoy them for a lifetime,
you need to learn the fundamentals.”
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Homedic Pulse Oximeter
Intramural Grant

I have ordered 5 Homedic Pulse Oximeter’s
for my intramural program at school from
Diamond Athletics in Winnipeg. Pulse Oximeter’s are a quick and effective method
for monitoring a student’s Heart Rate and
O2 saturation. This device allows students
to quickly see their current Heart Rate.
They cost 55$ each plus tax. The additional
funds were covered by my school.
These Pulse Oximeter’s can be used with
any activity that you are already doing for
your intramural programs. The first activity I did was a standard game of soccer.
Before starting the game and every 5 minutes after that, students needed to come
to the side and record on the white board

their current heart rate. Students tried to
maintain a high heart rate throughout the
game. At the end of the intramural activity students were able to see if they maintained a high heart rate for the 30 minutes.
These Oximeter’s allow me to see how
hard each student is actually working.
Students can see if they are in their target
Heart Rate zone or not. I found that during these activities students tried harder
to run and elevate their heart rate to get
higher numbers. I was able to help students with low Heart Rates understand
that they need to be working harder during the game because their heart is not
working very hard.

Beat Drumming on Exercise Balls

Intramural Grant: École Garden Grove School
By Joanne Bruce
École Garden Grove School, a Nursery
to Grade 6 school, runs a variety of physical activities during the noon hour as part
of the intramural program. Some activities include sponge polo (grades 1 & 2),
ultimate football, co-ed volleyball, dodgeball mania, two ball basketball, circuit
training, crazy crazy ball (four corner soccer), quidditch, running club and many
teacher/student challenges.
With the support of MPETA and the
intramural grant, we were fortunate this
year to introduce a new activity in our
intramural program entitled the Circus
Club. We set up stations where students
could create and practice tricks. Stations
included short and long rope jumping,
hoops, pogo balls, peacock feathers,
balance boards, flower/juggling sticks,
scarves, juggling balls, climbing ropes,
juggling plates and beat drumming. The
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intramural grant was used to purchase exercise balls and drum sticks for the beat
drumming station.
The price was $338.14 and our division’s budget allotment covered the remainder of the cost. The exercise balls
were purchased from Sportfactor Inc.
Orders from Sportfactor Inc, a local
company, are received within two days
when in stock. The drum sticks were
purchased at Long & McQuade for
$1.99 a pair during their advertised
Monster Sale.

Beat drumming combines movement with
the beat and rhythms of drumming for a
body workout. At the beat drumming station, students were able to drum different
patterns on the ball (on a laundry basket)
and jump/move to drum on other exercise
balls. The students and instructors
watched samples of Drums Alive
training sessions on the internet to
help in creating routines.
Thank you to MPETA in providing this
funding opportunity for our students to
become more active!

Beat drumming
combines movement with the
beat and rhythms of drumming
for a body workout.
Manitoba Physical Education Teachers’ Association Inc.

Having a ball at A.E. Wright!

Intramural Grant: Arthur E. Wright Community School
Arthur E. Wright Community School was
excited to receive MPETA’s School Intramural Equipment Grant. The funds were
used to purchase a mini volleyball junior
kit which includes six Mikasa FIVB training balls, six Squish® balls, two lightweight
balls, and two oversized lightweight balls.
The kit also includes a junior sized net and
two mesh bags. This equipment will be
used to help younger students learn volleyball skills and engage in volleyball type
activities during both Physical Education
classes and Intramurals.

The following games can be played using
this equipment:

The funds were also used to purchase
two sets of playground balls. Each set is
a different size and contains six different
coloured balls. These will be used in a variety of low-organized games.

Set up the volleyball nets so they cross in
the middle and form four squares. Number the squares 1 to 4.

The equipment was purchased from
Catsports with a total cost of $302.24.
MPETA’s grant paid for $300 and additional costs were covered by the schools
Physical Education budget.

Four Square Volleyball
The object of the game is to get to, and
stay in, square 1.

Equipment
• 2 volleyball nets
• 1 volleyball or lightweight volleyball, dependent on the level

Set Up

Divide the group into four teams and assign each to a square.

How to Play
Play begins with the team in square 1
serving from their corner. The serve can
be to any of the other three teams.

Play continues like in volleyball, 3 hits on
a side, until the ball is missed or goes out
of bounds.
The team that makes an error to end the
rally moves to square 4 (or the end of the
line if there are extra teams lined up), and
all the other teams rotate up one space toward the open square.

Variation
A less structured variation of this game is
Four Way Volleyball. Set up is the same,
however, teams remain in the same square
for the duration of the game. Any team
begins the rally with a serve and play continues like in volleyball, 3 hits on a side,
until the ball is missed or goes out of
bounds. Teams can take turns serving.

Fetch (British Bulldog with
dribbling)
The object of the game is to run from
one side of the gym to the other without
having your ball stolen by the player in the
middle.

Equipment
• 1 playground ball per student

Set Up
One player begins as the bulldog and
stands in the middle of the gym. All remaining players line up along one end of
the gym, each with a playground ball.

How to Play
When the bulldog yells ‘Fetch’, all players
must run to the far end of the gym, while
dribbling their ball, and avoiding the bulldog.
The bulldog will try to steal the ball from
the players.
If a player’s ball is stolen, that player will
join the bulldog in the middle for the next
rounds.
Play continues until all the balls have been
fetched.
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Tchoukball

Intramural Grant: Dakota Collegiate
By Raena Thompson
Dakota Collegiate has a glorious history
of promoting sports and co-curricular
activities. It has always tried to maximize
experiences and opportunities. Taking
into consideration the growing popularity of Tchoukball and promising future
for the students in the game, Tchoukball
was introduced in our Team Games unit.
Although Tchoukball is a relatively new
game, it has grabbed the status of an international game in a short span of time,
and the students are catching on fast.
This year Dakota Collegiate received $300
from the Intramural grant to purchase 2
Tchoukball nets. Our goal once the students
have learned the rules and get a chance to
practice is to start up a Tchoukball Intramural next year during lunch hours.

Tchoukball lead-up drills (Each
drill introduces a rule)
1. Single file lines of 4 of more in
front of frames: Thrower throws at
frame and goes to end of line. This
is a cooperative activity so teams
are trying to work together to
throw and catch.
Rules:

To score a point the offensive team must
throw the ball at the rebound frame and
have it rebound of the net and touch the
floor outside the crease.
If you throw at the frame and miss or the
ball hits the floor INSIDE the crease you
lose a point to the other team.

The defensive team tries to prevent a
score on them by catching the ball BEFORE it hits the floor outside the crease.
Remember: This is a cooperative activity
so teams are trying to work together to
throw and catch.

2. Single file lines in front of frames
that are located across from each
other. Player throws at the frame
and rotates to the frame line on
the opposite end.

Rule: Teams can attack and score at either
frame. In the early stages of learning the
game.
We have found it is better to have teams
attack only at one frame and defend the
other.
Later, after students get the experience of
moving the ball up and down the court
we introduce the rule where you can attack either frame.
This is a cooperative activity so teams are
trying to work together to throw and catch.

3. Teams of three line up on either
end of the frames and advance
the ball traveling across the court
to the other end. If the ball is
dropped play must start over from
throwers position. You can have 2
teams of three advancing to the
other side of the net.

This mean there will be teams passing
each other at mid court, so they need to
be careful.
Rules:
a. Player cannot hold the ball for more
than 3 seconds
b. If a player drops the ball they lose possession of the ball.
c. players cannot run with the ball to advance it is done only by the pass
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“Dakota Collegiate has a glorious history of promoting sports and co-curricular activities.
It has always tried to maximize experiences and opportunities.”
4. Advancing the ball with competition:
Teams travel to the other end of the
court and back competing to see
who can get back first.
Rule: Knowing your team’s skill level regarding passing and catching is imperative for success because dropping the ball
causes a loss of possession. In this drill a
drop is penalized by returning the ball to
the original spot where the drop ball was
thrown from.

5. Team advance to other end and
attempt to score: Remove the ball
from one side of the court and give
a ball to the opposite end team.
The offensive team will advance
the ball and try to score. The
opposing team try’s to prevent the
score by catching the rebound.

Rule: the defensive team cannot interfere
with the offensive team advancing the ball.
Have the other team attempt to do the
same going the other way.
Introduce continuous play: after a catch
keep going, after a score…pick up ball
and go to the nearest boundary line and
start with a thrown in pass.

6. Have two teams compete against
each other with a third team
rotating in after a point is scored
or a foul is committed.

Demonstrate this first before breaking
down into multiple games. I like to play
with 3 sets of frames so that three games
are going at one time width wide in the
gym. Each game has a third team ready
to rotate in.
Play with 3-4 on a team…..no more. This
will increase activity levels and allow more
touches between teammates.

7. Stop play every few minutes and
have students self-evaluate by
asking these questions:

1. Raise your hand if you have had a
chance to throw at the frame.
2. Raise your hand if you had a catch off
the frame and saved a point from being
scored against your team.
3. Raise your hand if you feel you have
been included by your teammates.

• Following a shot, if the ball falls within
the “safe zone”, the point is awarded
to the opposing team and they then get
possession.
• If the ball hits the frame and bounces
back and is caught by the opposing
team the play continues.
• If a defensive player catches the ball, he
can launch directly on the tchoulk without a pass.

Email questions to:
tkeating@tchoukballpromo.com

• When the ball is caught in the air by the
opposing team after a shot is made no
point is awarded.

Skill Activity: Tchoukball
(Invasive Play)

• In order for a point to be awarded to the
offensive team, the ball has to bounce
once.

Organization:

• Place a tchouk net at each end of the
playing court.
• Mark off a semi-circle “safe zone” in
front of each net about 3 meters out
from the tchouk and 6 feet from each
side. (This area will vary depending on
the skill of the players)
• The teams do not have a zone, the
ground/floor belongs to the 2 teams—
each team can score a point on either
tchouk net.
• The game is played by the rule of three’s:
1) A player cannot take any more than
3 steps before a pass, 2) a player has to
pass the ball within 3 seconds, 3) the
ball has to be passed at least once and
no more than 3 passes before a shot
is made.

• There cannot be more than 3 throws of
continuation on the same tchouk in the
same phase of play.
• Following a fault, the ball is taken out by
the opposing team where the fault was
made.

Differentiation:

• The “safe area” can be made into a
larger area depending on the skill of the
players
• Have the teams do 3 passes before they
take a shot on the tchouk net
• Have the teams only take one step before making a pass
• Players are not allowed to intercept the
ball

• A player can intercept the play
• A player cannot dribble the ball
• A player cannot penetrate the safe zone
when they are in possession of the ball.
• Players cannot enter the safe zone; only
if they are in suspension while attempting a throw before landing in the safety
zone.
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Ladderball (Ladder Golf)

School Intramural Equipment Grant: La Verendrye School
By Mark Sokolowski, La Verendrye School in Portage La Prairie (K–8)
Ladderball is a lawn game (or in the gym)
that can be played by all age and ability
levels. Ladderball is played by throwing
bolas (two balls connected by a string)
onto a ladder-shaped upright that are 15
feet apart (vary for age of children). Participants can play individually or as a team.
When it is their turn each player will throw
all three bolas trying to land them on the
ladder runs to score points. If you are
short on bolas have two teams of 3 so that
every player throws one bolas. Points are
earned from top to bottom (5, 3,and then
1) and the game ends at 21. In the final
round players must get the exact amount
needed without going over or else their
points will not count for that round. Players are encouraged to play defensively and
knock their opponent’s bolas off of the
ladder. Bolas can be thrown in any manner; they can be bounced off the ground
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and will count for points as
long as they stay hanging on
the ladder runs.
We were very lucky to have had
our ladders formed in our Metal
Works shop so that they would
be extremely durable as most of
the ladderball sets were found
were made out of plastic
and tend to crack fairly easily and then purchased six
Maranda bola sets. Our ladders are on castors so that any
student can move them but are exceptionally sturdy. They are also easy to
take apart and store.
Our students really enjoyed this new
game and we are tremendously happy to
have received this grant to add to our intramural program.

We were able to have six ladders made for
$200 CND (cost of materials) and the bolas
was $112 USD. All extra expenditures have
been covered by our Phys. Ed. budget.
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Tents and Tunnels

School Intramural Equipment Grant: Ruth Hooker School, Selkirk
By Penny Hunter
The tunnels and tents are used to play good
old-fashioned games kids used to play like
1) Hide n Seek, 2) Hide n Tag, 3) Sardines
and 4) Marco Polo Hide n Seek/Tag for students in Kindergarten to Grade 2. In traditional Hide n Seek the tents and tunnels are
spread in a confined area of the gym. The
student who is “IT” must count to 20 and
then sing the ABC’s song before seeking.
Before seeking the student calls out “Ready
or Not, here I come”. All students stay hidden until found by the person who is “IT”.
Once everyone is found a new game begins.
Change the student who was “IT” after each
round. In 2) Hide n Seek Tag, once all of
the hiders are located the game becomes a
game of Tag, where “IT” chases all students
and the first person tagged becomes “IT”.
Next in 3) Sardines ONE person must hide
in the tunnel or a tent and the others hide
their eyes, count to 20 and sing the ABC
song before they find the hider. When they
find the hider they HIDE with them. Soon
the area becomes cramped like a tin of Sardines! Last person to find the group is the
“Sardine” or person who hides in the next
round. Lastly 4) Marco Polo Hide n Seek/
Tag game is played with the tents and tunnels in a confined area that students cannot go outside of when “Marco Polo/IT”
is near. The students all hide and take cover
and the student who is it has a blindfold on
and walks around, crawls around, trying to
“TOUCH” any other player (who then becomes “IT”). When the person who is “IT”
calls out “Marco” all other students respond
with “Polo”, that indicates where they may
be hiding. Marco/It continues to search
and say “Marco” so that he/she gets closer and closer to the “Polo” responses and
then touches someone who then becomes
it. The tents and tunnels add creativity and
excitement play to simple games like hide n
seek and tag in the gym. In addition, they
can be used for free exploration time to help
stimulate the imagination of young student’s
minds in the gym. The kids loved it!
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First of all—thank you to Grant McManes!
Early in my elementary physical education
career, I attended a session at SAG (2003
to be exact—I still have the paperwork!)
called Mission Impossible—A Great Body Mastery, Problem Solving Activity For All Ages. It
is a multi-age, class event that I use every
year, especially at Halloween as a Haunted
House activity. It uses the entire gymnasium and every piece of equipment in the
equipment room along with unlimited
imagination. Here is Forrest Elementary’s
Haunted House Impossible!
Ultimately, this activity is an obstacle
course activity that may be completed individually or in pairs. My favourite pairings are “Reading Buddies”—each of our
older grades are paired with a younger
grade to get together and read once a
cycle. I bring them together to work cooperatively to go through the obstacle
course. With careful planning, there are
curricular connections for every GLO.
Assessment may be completed by checklist, peer assessment and self assessment.
I work with the Grade 8 class in our
school to plan and set-up the obstacle
course. We decide what equipment to use
(Halloween themed, of course!), we make
a map of the gym with the equipment in
place and then we use every second of
a class period to get everything set up.
Music and lighting are also a big influence—Halloween pop music and Halloween sounds(some scary and some not
so scary) and blinking lights add to the effects, especially when the gym lights are
dimmed . Please keep your students with
sensory challenges in mind when you are
planning the special effects. All activities
can be accessible/adaptable for all ages
and abilities.
Choose the most dominant lines in your
gym—usually the badminton lines (white
in our gym). These lines become your
course. The challenge for students is to
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complete the entire obstacle course without stepping off of the white lines, unless
they are using a piece of equipment. You
can use this as a timed activity for extra
challenge – I find the students are so busy
exploring all of the obstacles and figuring
out different ways to get around that we
often do not use a timer.

Equipment suggestions:
• Walk the Plank: benches, wide or upside
down for narrow balance beam (good
to use in a spot where you need to connect to another white line.
• Ghost Graveyard: badminton shuttle tubes
with a beanbag for weight and a ghost bag
from Dollarstore over the top—really cool
effect when you put a red flasher
(I collect the extra ones the
students receive to wear for
safe trick or treating)—set up
all over a badminton court and
students must traverse through
the graveyard on a scooter with
out knocking over a ghost.
• Skeleton Bones: ringette
sticks lying crisscross
over white line so that
students have to tiptoe
through the bones

• Zipline: a rope tied from one badminton pole to another, students sit on a
scooter and pull themselves across to
the other side
• Bat Cave/Mat Maze: mats arranged to
make a tunnel in a zigzag pattern and then
covered with a parachute, critters, spider
webs, flashing lights hanging inside add to
the fun when crawling through
• Climbing Apparatus: set up and covered
with snakes (scarves and ropes) and
things for students to climb around
• Witches Swing: rope swing across a
“swamp”
• Shadowmaster: overhead projector set-up
in the darkest corner for students to walk
in front and make shadows on the wall!
These activities are a few of the highlights—we use every mat,
ball, scoop, rope, beanbag, bench, bleacher,
etc…to make tunnels
and obstacles for students to tiptoe over, crawl
under or through and
climb. It is quite a sight to
see—students are already
asking when it will be
set up this year!

• Quicksand: high jump
pit with beanbags on
it, students try to get
across without having a beanbag touch
them
• Swamp: all sorts of
little equipment like scoops,
skipping ropes, bean bags,
etc.. scattered on the floor,
students must use high
steppers to walk
through the
swamp
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FREE SCHOOL PROGRAMS
Interpretive Programming in
Manitoba Provincial Parks
Take your class on an adventure and let an interpreter be your guide at a park near you.
Guided hikes, visitor centre tours, demonstrations, and experiments provide hands-on
knowledge that enhances learning. School programs are free of charge and curriculum
based. Programs can be one hour, a half-day or a full day depending on your needs.
Plan your students’ next adventure today!
Three parks offer year-round school programs and can be booked
directly with the park interpreter:
•

Birds Hill Provincial Park: 204-654-6739

•

Spruce Woods Provincial Park: 204-827-8850

•

Whiteshell Provincial Park: 204-369-3157
Three parks also offer June programs. For your convenience,
these programs can be booked at any time throughout the year
by contacting Parks and Protected Spaces at 204-945-4375.
•

Grand Beach Provincial Park

•

Hecla/ Grindstone Provincial Park

•

St. Norbert Provincial Heritage Park*

* St. Norbert Provincial Park provides programs in both French and English.
All other locations are English only.

Group camping is also available through the Parks Reservation Service for the following locations:
Birds Hill, Hecla, Spruce Woods and Whiteshell. Interpreters may be available to provide programming
directly at your site to enhance your camping excursion.
To find out more information, contact Sloan Cathcart, Head of
Interpretation, Parks and Protected Spaces at 204-945-4375 or
connect by email ParkInterpretation@gov.mb.ca.
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Email: mpa.dragonboat@shaw.ca

Or call (204) 791-8135

